Abstract.
Introduction
It's been some time that the term cloud computing is being in the existence. But still it emerges as a new technology as lot of research is being progressed in this field. Cloud Computing provides an illusion of infinite available resources [4] . These resources are available with the resource owner (Res_O). These resources include Processing Elements (PEs), RAM, memory and bandwidth (BW).
Execution of the task
i.
User assigns the task to be executed over cloud. ii.
The task is received by cloud coordinator (CC). iii.
Cloud coordinator forwards the task over datacenters (DC).
iv. Datacenters contains number of unfixed hosts consisting of pool of virtual machines (VM). v.
These hosts can be configured or deleted as per the demand. 
Allocation of resources for execution of task:
i. VMM asks for resources from the resource provisioner by sending the task requirements.. ii.
Resource provisioner checks the availability of resources with Resource Owner. iii.
If the resources are available, the resource owner grants the access permission to use the resources to resource provisioner. iv.
Resource provisioner further provides access of the resources for creation of virtual machines. 
Related Work

Proposed Work
Most of the time, the VMMs are not optimally assigned the resources, which leads to improper utilization of resources. Cost of executing the whole task also increases due to increase in execution time and costly resource allocation in place of more efficient resources, which can be used according to the task. Load on datacenters increase because of unsorted distribution of resources while creating virtual machines. Fig. 2 . shows how the resources in RCCP are allocated to VMM. 
3.1Resource Cloud Communication Paradigm
Res Owners provide details of available resources to Resource Provisioner (Res_Pro).
II.
Res_Pro creates a Resource Allocation List (RAL) containing details of available resources of Res Owners.
III.
VMM asks for resources from the Res_Pro by sending the requirements.
IV.
Res_Pro checks the RAL.
V.
If resources are available in RAL, then Res_Pro provides access to resources.
VI.
If resources are not available in RAL, then Res_Pro checks availability of resources with Res Owners.
VII.
Res Owners, in return, sends resource availability acknowledgements to Res_Pro.
VIII.
Res Owner selects the resources considering the cost factor.
IX.
Res_Pro requests for the selected resources from Res Owner.
X.
Res Owner provides access to resources to Res_Pro.
XI.
Res_Pro updates the RAL after getting access to resources.
XII.
Res_Pro then provide access to VMM. 
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VI.
Sequence Diagram illustrating resource allocation from Res Owners to VMMs
Formula for calculating PF:
PF is directly proportional to Reliability
PF is inversely proportional to E T ∝
From equation (1), (2) and (3), PF can be written as:
where ′β′ is Performance Factor Co − efici ent
Efficient resource allocation (ERA) algorithm
Case A: VM Creation Step 1: VMM analyses the task and asks for resources required to create VMs from Res_Pro.
VMM_SendRequest [Resources] → Res_Pro
Step 2: Res_Pro checks RAL
IF (Resources_available)
Then Provide access to VMM and Exit
ELSE Continue
Step 3: Res_Pro checks availability of resources with Res_O
Step 4: Res_O sends resource availability information to Res_Pro
Step 5: Res_Pro selects efficient resource based upon cost factor (CF).
CF = R C + L CC
Step 6: Res_Pro requests Res_O for selected resources.
Step 7: Res_O grants access permission to use the resources to Res_Pro
Res_Pro [Resource_Access] ← true
Step 8: Res_Pro updates the RAL
RP → updates [RAL]
Step 9: Res_Pro, based upon the Performance Factor (PF), provides access to resources to VMM.
= [ * ]
Step 10: VMM creates VMs
VMM → creates [VMs]
Case B: VM Deletion
Step 11: Check VM_Load over VMM in VM pool
IF VM_Load increases Then goto
Step 1 ELSE IF VM_Load decreases Then a) VMM searches for VMs with least PF and higher E T b) VMM redirects the cloudlets of that VM to other VMs c) VMM deletes that particular VM.
Step 12: VM executes the cloudlets till the task is completed
Step 13: VMM returns the access to Res_Pro
Step 14: Res_pro updates RAL
Conclusion and Future work
RCCP helps in determining the overall allocation of resources with the help of Resource provisioner. ERA algorithm provides complete optimality check which results in reducing the wastage of resources. Resources available with different resource owners are selected with the help of Performance Factor (PF) which results in cost optimization. As PF is a function of Execution time, hence time taken to execute any task over the cloud is also reduced. As a part of future work, we will first compare the results obtained by the combination of above mentioned factors. ERA algorithm can be tested over different scenarios with varying load. More work will be done to reduce the execution time of task over VM. Introducing effective decision support mechanism in selecting available resources in ERA algorithm will make it more powerful.
